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•Introduce yourself – include your educational history, career goals, fun things about 

yourself

•Mention the purpose of the workshop – promoting Science, Engineering and Technology 

careers (no need to focus in on the emphasis on women)
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•First reason: Science, Engineering and Technology are all around us, linked to things that 

we use every day

•Part of our lives, in health, food safety, travel, environment and digital technologies

•If you love a certain type of technology – you might want to work as an engineer to 

design it, or as a technologist to operate it

•Perhaps you hate a certain type of technology – you might want to work to make it 

better!

• Second reasons: Jobs are changing

•Jobs available to your parents in grade 7/8 might not even exist anymore

•There are new jobs for you that your parents might never have dreamt about

•Many of these new jobs relate to changes in technology, and so it’s good to be 

technologically proficient
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•Ask students to picture in their mind the “stereotypical scientist” – what we imagine when 

we think of a scientist, not necessarily true

•Show Einstein, and “modern” mad scientist stereotype or any other examples (mainly, for a 

laugh)

•Mention that this is not necessarily what a scientist or even an engineer will look like

Note: University officials say misconceptions about engineering -- that engineers are 

essentially nerds in cubicles working with mathematical formulas all day -- have 

contributed to the decline in women in engineering fields.
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•Contrast with images of REAL scientists and engineers… emphasize that ANYONE can be 

a scientist or engineer, can’t put them all in one box

•Highlight their diversity of interests (scientists are regular people), i.e. they like different 

sports, music, 

•Mention the different places that they can work (some work in labs wearing lab coats, 

some go to meetings and conferences and wear suits and dresses, some do research or work 

outdoors i.e. wearing hip waders standing in a pond, in space, etc.)

(Centre Photo - Julie Payette – BSc Engineering – Electrical, Master of Applied Science –

computer engineering)
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•Explain the purpose of today’s workshop is to help students determine if one of these jobs 

might be for them

•So many job opportunities, hard to sort them out… emphasize the stage of life they are at 

(grade 7/8 entering high school and trying to choose the right courses OR in high school, 

sorting through many options, including their parents/teachers influence, how to decide?)

•Tell students that we are going to look at some characteristics of a scientist or engineer… 

help them answer this question!
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•Creativity in brainstorming new ideas, looking at a situation in a creative new way (see 

optical illusion, point out both ways to view it!)

•Emphasize that if they like designing things, brainstorming, this might be a good job for 

them
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•Enjoy problem solving – i.e. like to take something apart and fix it or find out how it 

works, trying different approaches in a computer game to get to the next level, if they love 

solving math problems – satisfaction of getting the correct answer

•Show one form of problem solving (“These four symbols represent a month – what month 

is it?” Show the other half, symmetry, July)

•Show another form – ask if there are any fans of Sodoku – explain that this is problem-

solving too
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•If you like making things to help people…

•Ask if they recognize man in the centre at the top (Sir James Dyson – vacuum guy 

“vacuum that pivots on a ball”)

•These four students from University of Guelph won the Dyson Award for designing bicycle 

brake lever to help the little girl

•Girl was born with use of only one hand, if you try to stop fast with just your front 

brakes, what happens?

•Designed a new lever so that she can operate both the front and back brakes with 

one hand

•Useful for signalling and braking at the same time, police who ride bicycles with 

walkie-talkies, etc.
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•Reminder that these jobs are not all about working alone in a lab

•Although there may be independence, often scientists have to collaborate with a team on 

their research projects, engineers go to meetings working on designing new products

•Communication skills are therefore extremely important
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•Last – if you are a curious person…

•What is the image on the left?

•What scale is it at?

•Are those the original colours?

•Is it living?

•….

•It is a needle and thread

•Why do you think this is called “weasel coffee”?

•Eaten & then regurgitated by weasels

•Curious person – will want to know why? What about the weasel’s digestive system 

makes the coffee taste so good?

•Always asking questions about the world… these will be good jobs for you!



•Scientist – maybe the easiest of the three to define.

•Scientist does experiments, uses the scientific method to make new discoveries 

about the natural world.

•Scientist will go to university, usually do multiple degrees at university and stay on 

doing research there or in a government lab or working for a company doing 

research & development, etc.

•Engineer – how is this different from a scientist, since they need to know about science as 

well?

•Engineer will use science principles to Design new things: technologies, products 

and many things for life

•Engineer will also go to university, although they may do their first degree and then 

go to work for a company designing something.

I.e. If you studied software engineering and then worked for the company RIM 

(Research in Motion), what might you design?

•Technologist – maybe the trickiest to define. We likely all know technologists, but we 

might not call them that.

•I.e. Electrician may have studied electrical technology.  Automotive technology 

(dealing with cars), computer technology, welding technology, construction 

technology, broadcasting technology. What do all of these have in common?

•People who apply and use a certain type of technology with specialized training

•Might be involved with installing, fixing or using a technology on a day-to-day 

basis 12
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•There are many areas of science, but make students aware 
that we are only going to touch on a few areas today

•These are programs you could study in University

•With grade 7/8 students, have them define (or teach 
them the meaning of) biology, chemistry and physics
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Biochemistry (Biology – study of living things, mixed with Chemistry – atoms/molecules, materials 

and reactions)

•Looking at the chemicals inside a living thing and how they operate to allow life

•Called an “interdisciplinary” science (combining different areas of interest)

•Example: North American wood frog, surrounded by ice

•Frog is remarkable in that it can freeze solid in the winter (like an ice cube, heart stops)

•In the spring, frog will melt and hop away (thaws from inside out, not like when we thaw 

hamburger meat, etc)

•Amazing because we can’t do this (not that I would want to freeze myself for 100 yrs.. 

Can’t even freeze human organs for transplant, i.e. heart or a liver must be rushed to the 

recipient from the donor – can only keep cool for a while)

•Ask – why can’t we freeze our organs? Answer: cells will die, get freezer burn

•Ask – what are living things made of? Cells

•Ask – what compound are we made mostly of? Water; What happens to water when 

we freeze it? Expands! Forms sharp ice crystals. Becomes a solid (ice)

•Draw image on the board of a cell where water inside expands, forms sharp ice 

crystals that poke out of the cell – when thawed, cell is damaged beyond repair, all 

necessary parts of the cell spill out

•However – the frog contains a certain chemical that works like an antifreeze, 

prevents ice damage by drawing water out of the cell first and allowing freezing 

without damage to the cell itself

•Scientists at Carleton University in Ottawa are currently working on research 

(applications… frost-resistant plants, organ transplants… engineering applications)
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-Remind students that physics is the study of forces, motion, energy (magnetism, gravity, light, sound)

-Low-temperature physics –deals with the behaviour of materials at very low temperatures

-Show scale in temperature: 0 Celsius freezing point of water; -273 Celsius (0 Kelvin for older 
students) Absolute Zero (can’t get any lower)

-Scientists in this lab (University of Waterloo) use liquid nitrogen and liquid helium – very cold, just 
above Absolute Zero (4/1000 K = 4mK)

-Find that some materials exhibit strange behaviour when they are this cold (metal alloys)

-Use a coin or small object to demonstrate – act boring at room temperature, does nothing 
special

-When cold – become superconducting – conducts electricity with no resistance, becomes 
strong magnet that repels all other magnets (never attracts)

-Show image – dilution fridge (cools down)

-Show image – dewar with liquid nitrogen

-Show video clip – levitating cup

-Styrofoam cup – inside is a piece of superconducting material & scientists have 
poured liquid nitrogen on top to keep it cold

-Track – made up of many strong (permanent) magnets

-Ask: what is propelling the cup around the track? (trick question – one of the 
scientists gave it a push before the video, moving with momentum it had from 
before, but doesn’t slow very easily since there is no friction rubbing on the track)

-Ask: what will slow down the cup eventually? Will it stop? (air resistance or drag 
on the cup is slowing it down; also warm air from the room will cause the nitrogen 
to boil off, cup will just sit on the track – not be attracted or repelled)
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Food Science – highly interdisciplinary science – draws from microbiology, chemical eng, biochem, etc

One example: University of Guelph researchers conduct studies with dairy products - ice cream, structure and 
texture, chemistry of freezing

-processing, preservation, storage, handling and distribution of food

- working on developing an ice cream that can be stored at fridge temperature, with milk and sour cream

-How might this be useful/helpful? 

-Energy savings in transportation (fridge trucks, not freezer trucks) and at store

-Less product loss and spoilage with melting at higher temperatures
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•Here are just a few types of engineering – again, remember 
that all the technology we have needs to be designed (many 
types)
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Civil Engineering – oldest branch of engineering –

•Deal often with strong and stable structures – buildings, bridges, roads… (using knowledge of forces, strong shapes, etc.)

•ALSO: Very broad type of engineering – they design and maintain all aspects of the urban environment - buildings and bridges, underground spaces, airports, roads and highways, rail 

transportation systems, flood control, power generation including hydro, fossil, nuclear and alternative energy sources such as wind, solar and tidal
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Mechanical engineers –

•apply principles of physics and math to design, manufacture and maintain mechanical systems – cars, heating and cooling systems, industrial equipment and 

machinery
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•Cars come to mind first (i.e. computer software engineers use to design a new Porsche) – but don’t just design cars: anything with moving parts: gears, 

motors, pulleys, wheels & axles:

•Elevators, escalators

•Amusement park rides

•Bicycles, scooters

•Robotics?

•Mechanical engineers may work with chemical and environmental engineers for new designs: i.e. hydrogen fuel cell car shown

(Mechanics is, in the most general sense, the study of forces and their effect upon matter. 

Typically, engineering mechanics is used to analyze and predict the acceleration and 

deformation (both elastic and plastic) of objects under known forces (also called loads) or 

stresses.) 

-applying of the principles of mathematics, material science, physics and 

economics to the design, manufacture and maintenance of mechanical 

equipment 



Mechatronics – (FIRST Robotics Competition - 30 teams from high schools in 

Canada and the US compete to score points in a challenging game of skill and 

strategy) - design of computer controlled electromechanical systems, it includes 

robotics and automation systems 

– space exploration

-robots are being used to explore disaster sites, contaminated buildings and combat zones 

-a division of mech eng

Carnegie Mellon video with Aibos: robots playing soccer

21
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Biological engineers – (might not think of this type right away)

•Often design things for the human body, or equipment for use in a hospital like the x-ray machine we discussed earlier

•Design prosthetics, orthotics, medical equipment, wheelchairs

•Examples: puffer for someone with asthma, hip or knee replacement (don’t want it to rot, rust, break down, rub against bone)

•Example my friend Stef Reid: has a prosthetic leg, but different from regular human leg (shaped like a question mark, made of metal and fiber glass) – the 

reason is that she is a track athlete – leg is designed for running and jumping (absorbs shock, has right amount of spring)

•Engineers worked to make the leg ideal for the forces it encounters

•With this leg, Stef won a bronze medal for Canada at the Paralympic Games in Beijing – September 2008
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•Environmental engineers work on fixing problems we’ve made in the environment, or 

methods to prevent future problems

•Water resources engineering deals specifically with systems of control for land and water 

usage, managing urban and rural watersheds

•Example:  Heidi Rolfe doing a lab where dye is released into the water to use as a tracer to 

see water speed, inlets and outlets etc.
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•We are going to discuss some types of technology – a few out of the ordinary

•These are things you would study in college

•Image: have students guess what the black object is in the centre of the machine… a 

BlackBerry (RIM)

•Engineering technology program at Conestoga college has much overlap with 

Engineering, can lead to a University engineering program down the road, or allow 

for many opportunities to work with exciting equipment – some design work.  

Students in this program made the machine in the picture to test the necessary 

pressure for pushing the buttons on the BlackBerry.

"What was exceptional is that at RIM, prior to the design of this project, the keys were 

tested manually with a guy's thumb," said Henry Reiser, chair of Conestoga College's 

engineering and information technology program.  "What we were able to do was actually 

measure what is a good force for the key release. . . . Therefore we could say either it was 

too soft or it's too hard and then we could recheck the key.“ – from 

http://blogs1.conestogac.on.ca/news/2007/09/advanced_manufacturing_student.php

•Example: my brother’s program “Manufacturing Robotic Welding” – studied and enjoyed 

manufacturing technology classes in high school, did welding as a high school co-op term 

with a local company, but now is studying welding techniques along with how to operate 

robotic welding equipment which is used in many factories – need experts on many of these 

new and innovative areas (new technologies that weren’t around when your parents were 

kids) 
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•Interesting example: 3D printers

Engineering technology program – i.e. manufacturing technology

-Often helpful to test out how a part or machine will look/feel/operate before casting 
it in metal

-Engineers and engineering technologists can create models (prototypes) on 3D 
printer

-Prints layers of plastic and resin that dissolves in water, layer by layer (each 2D 
layer like a printer), negative and positive space

-Can test out the 3D object

•May be used in many machine shops where parts are made

•Tested (size, fit, practicality) out of plastic before machining out of metal

•Also used by engineers & engineering technologists to test models/prototypes and 

make parts quickly out of plastic for new inventions
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A few different types of technology programs:

•Health care fields – great if you want to be involved in a hands-on health care setting, work with people and technology, but do not want 
to be a doctor or nurse

•Medical radiation technologists/therapists are trained on equipment that provide radiation to the tumour of a cancer patient

•Radiological (medical imaging) technologists work with positioning patients to get clear diagnostic images to accurately locate 
the tumour (i.e. MRI, CT scan, mammography). Imaging technologists view different organs and bodily structures and use 
sophisticated computers to process data and enhance images

•Also, medical technologists might work at a hospital, take blood samples and test them for iron level, blood type, sugar, 
diseases, etc.

•Environmental Protection (canoe trip picture) – work outdoors and in the lab, taking and analyzing samples

•i.e. gathering samples of lake water, river water, test for pollutants, toxins, invasive species…

•Might work to restore a habitat for an animal

•Use analysis equipment to measure toxins in water or soil

•Entertainment Technology

•If you like high-quality sound systems, lighting systems, video technology, you can learn to use the newest equipment

•Entertainment technologists are able to work as in light or sound, as digital audio console programmers, moving light 
programmers, shop carpenters and project managers. Opportunities also exist as audio visual technicians.

•Could work with a theatre production, radio or TV station, recording studio, etc.
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•If you are thinking that you might like to be a mechanical engineer, or a physicist, or an 

environmental protection technologist… need to make sure you have the right courses to get 

where you are going

•You need to choose the courses in high school that will take you through to the correct 

university or college program
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•Use these slides for high school students

•Recommendation: take as many sciences and maths as you can, including both math 

classes at the 4U level

•(will only help you out at university)

•OUAC website has links to all Ontario Universities’ requirements
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•Every technology program is entirely different, so we can’t give an overview here

•A couple of notes:

•You will need your OSSD

•Grade 12 English is required (now it can be U or C level)

•Often Grade 12 Math is required for technology (now it can be U or C level)

•Some science or health-based technology programs (i.e. medical technology, 

respiratory therapy) might be looking for some courses in grade 11 or 12 sciences 

(physics, biology, chemistry) – check guidelines out soon!

•Think about the technology courses offered at your high school and focus on those that 

may provide a feel for the technologies (i.e. manufacturing technology, automotive 

technology) you are interested in studying
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